SUPPORT

HB 3515, sponsored by Tom Morrison (R-Palatine), Youth Health Protection Act prohibits a medical doctor from prescribing or delivering puberty-suppressing drugs or cross-sex hormones and prohibits sex reassignment surgery on anatomically normal persons under the age of 18.

HB 4060, sponsored by Margo McDermed (R-New Lenox), purges voter files of deceased voters.

HB 4134, sponsored by Daniel Didech (D-Buffalo Grove), creates a registry by which an individual struggling with addiction can willingly add his/her name to be prohibited from entering or purchasing at a marijuana dispensary.

HB 4141, sponsored by Deanne Mazzochi (R-Westmont), increases penalties for human trafficking.

HB 4143, sponsored by Deanne Mazzochi (R-Westmont), allows for a school district to opt out of unfunded mandates.

HB 4146, sponsored by Deanne Mazzochi (R-Westmont), creates the Rights of Conscience Act.

HB 4304, sponsored by Allen Skillicorn (R-Crystal Lake), creates the Infant Born Alive Protection Act.

HB 4394, sponsored by Patrick Windhorst (R-Harrisburg), repeals tax-funded abortions.

HB 4416, sponsored by Anthony DeLuca (D-Chicago Heights), prohibits unincorporated areas within a county from selling cannabis within a 1.5 mile radius of any municipality that has opted out of retail sales.

HB 4763, sponsored by Martin Moylan (D-Des Plaines), prohibits General Assembly members/families or state employees from involvement with a cannabis business.

HB 5377, sponsored by Tom Morrison (R-Palatine), requires voter ID to vote.

HB 5559, sponsored by Allen Skillicorn (R-Crystal Lake), allows for a family member to bring a civil suit against a sanctuary city from which, due to a sanctuary policy, the family member was a victim of murder, rape or any felony by an illegal alien.

Call the Capital Switchboard and ask to be connected to your lawmaker to urge him/her to support or oppose these bills. Call the IFI office at 708-781-9328 for their contact information.
HB 2467 and SB 1594, sponsored by Emmanuel Chris Welch (D-Westchester) and Elgie Sims (D-Chicago), respectively, repeals the Parental Notice of Abortion Act.

HB 3624, chief sponsor is Ann Williams (D-Chicago), creates several new Acts to reduce carbon emissions like the Green New Deal.

HB 3972, sponsored by Rita Mayfield (D-Waukegan), allows for early parole, even for a prisoner serving a life sentence for a heinous crime.

HB 4339, sponsored by David Welter (R-Morris), allows electronic advertising and marketing of cannabis.

HB 4870, sponsored by Robin Gabel (D-Evanston), mandates the Gardasil 9 Vaccine for 11 to 12-yr olds to “help” prevent the sexually transmitted disease Human Papillomavirus (HPV).

HB 5012 and SB 3788, sponsored by Camille Lilly (D-Oak Park) and Celina Villanueva (D-Summit) respectively, amends sex education law to include affirmation of homosexuals and cross-dressers; includes instruction on how to give/receive consent for sexual activity for 6th graders; deletes teaching “honor and respect for monogamous heterosexual marriage”; and replaces “evidence-based” curricula with the far less rigorous requirement of “evidence-informed.”

HB 5472, sponsored by Sonya Harper (D-Chicago), allows licenses to sell marijuana at temporary events.

HB 5474, sponsored by Theresa Mah (D-Chicago), allows non-citizens to vote in municipal and school board elections.

HB 5506, sponsored by Barbara Hernandez (D-Aurora), forces pregnancy care centers to display a notice about obtaining an abortion.

HB 5578, sponsored by Michelle Mussman (D-Schaumburg), allows sexual misconduct in schools if the employee is no more than 3 years older than the student or the student and employee were in a “romantic relationship that began before the employee was with the school.”

HB 5637, sponsored by Ann Williams (D-Chicago), allows for a married couple to change their “gender identifiers” on their marriage certificate.

HB 5654, sponsored by Jennifer Gong-Gershowitz (D-Glenview), a new birth certificate for someone that has undergone gender transition.

HB 5656, sponsored by Jonathan Pizer (D-Chicago), mandates abortion insurance coverage.

SB 2762, sponsored by Ram Villivalam (D-Chicago), expands sex ed to kindergartners that will include instruction on “human anatomy…gender roles…[and] varying family structures;” “gender identity, gender expression” and “sexual orientation;” instruction “may not use stigmatizing or shame-based instructional tools or stigmatize parenting or sexually active youth,” and “may not employ gender stereotypes.” Eight to ten-year-old students will be introduced to “sexting.”

SB 3576, sponsored by Melinda Bush (D-Grayslake), allows for a pharmacist to dispense birth control without a doctor’s prescription.

SB 3668, sponsored by Heather Steans (D-Chicago), repeals religious exemptions for immunizations.